ABOUT US
AdVictory is a leading digital ad management platform,
providing
clients
with
meticulously
constructed
proprietary audiences and cutting-edge data matching
services for seamless placement integrations.
Through our exclusive partnership with Victory Phones–
the leading cloud-based telephony platform in the political
space and beyond–AdVictory offers the opportunity to
make the results of IVR campaigns immediately actionable
across an array of digital advertising channels.

MI DISTRICT 1

OVERVIEW
With two weeks remaining until the election, the Bergman
for Congress campaign brought in AdVictory and our
partners at Victory Phones to coalesce the online
and telephony efforts with the campaign’s grassroots,
volunteer, mail, and TV endeavors.
Utilizing our coordinated phone and digital program, which
was bolstered by strong collaboration with all areas of the
campaign, AdVictory helped the candidate rise from a
three-point deficit in the polls to a seven-point margin of
victory on election day.

VOTERS

CUSTOM AUDIENCE MODELING
and 6,000 IVR SURVEYS helped
create NANO AND HYPERTARGETED VOTER UNIVERSES
for three modes of engagement:
LIVE

CALLS STATS

1 8 ,000

TA RG ETE D VOTE RS

5,000

THE PROGRAM

Live Calls

We immediately set about generating voter IDs from
interactive voice response (IVR) outreach to inform the
digital and phone efforts. This data directed us to the
undecided voters that the candidate could persuade and
turn out to help close the gap in the polls.

SOCIAL
AD STATS

TA RG E TE D VOTE RS

3.7 x/Day

Average Delivery Per Target

Over the last two weeks of the campaign, Victory Phones
completed over 6,000 IVR interviews and nearly 5,000
live persuasion calls.
These IDs served as a guide for our final ad universes
and were seamlessly fed directly into our digital
workflows, which we used to prioritize delivery of the
right message to the right voter.

3 1 ,000

220,000 +

Video & Display impressions

MOBILE
AD STATS

After matching these hard IDs directly to mobile devices
and social media profiles, we created models from the
voter universe, which supplemented the reach of our
digital efforts with high-similarity audiences.
Persuasion calls were coupled with digital ads to create
a one-two punch of offline and online messaging for
these universes and ensured that anyone not matched for
digital would be prioritized for telephony, and vice versa.

Contact info@advictory.com to learn more

1 7 ,000
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43,000

Video Completions

110,016

Mobile Display Impressions

80,530

In App Mobile &
Video Impressions

